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[noun] palimsstun (Latin), palimpsston (Greek): scrape again

|| a manuscript written on more than once, with the earlier writing often legible

|| an object, place or area that reflects its history

-The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition
Latin palimpsestum, Greek Palimpseston: scraped again

**PALIMPSEST**

`'pa-l&mp(m)p-` sest, p&'-lim(p)`
(noun)

1. A manuscript, typically of papyrus or parchment, that has been written on more than once, with the earlier writing incompletely erased and often legible.

2. An object, place, or area that reflects its history.

[Latin palimpsestum, from Greek palimpseston, neuter of palimspstos, scraped again: palin, again; see k`el` in Indo-European Roots + psn, to scrape.]
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NO BATHROOM
NO WINDOW
NO AMUSEMENT
NO SEATS
NO JOB
NO CLUB
NO MONEY

I AM HOUSEWIFE
I AM LANDLORD
PAPA BUILT OUR HOUSE
WE ARE OLD FRIENDS

Zhang Jun
45
Renter
Tailor
Lived here for 2 years

Meng Jianguo
56
Retired worker

Li Lin
25
Saleman
Lived for 1 month
Going to move next month

Mr. Guo
50
Unemployed
So does his wife

Grandpa Zhang and Grandpa Liu
Both born here

Grandma Zhang
69, Local
Has 5 rooms to rent
Son is unemployed

A local girl

A local girl

18
Student
Parents has no job
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To Create New Paths
Addition of 3-4 story ribbon with green roof
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